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Thanks to NBC. I'm sure you'll notice one of those classic holiday party goers. Advertising – Continue reading under 1 Christmas Douchebag You know the one who arrives on an ironically sticky Christmas suit holiday party on a mission to get as many chick phone numbers as possible. Sage Wisdom:
Spot and immediately avoid. 2 Drunk Santa He teases between the most beloved and most hated guest. In the first hour or so, he's boisterous and hilarious-then he channels Billy Bob a little too strongly and will likely pass out at 9:30.  3 Grinch Grinch moans when it's time for the Secret Santa exchange
and is too cool to belt Jingle Rock with the rest of the partygoers. We understand: not everyone loves the Saints, but why does the grinch have to bring us all down?  4 Hopeless Romantic This sentimental singleton * hates * is alone during the holidays. He kicks the party with his emo self, hoping to find
someone to make snow angels before snuggling up to the fire. 5 Greedy Gift Giver This is the moment when someone's competitive spirit appears while playing White Elephant. Hey, ma'am, it's either a Sage &amp; Citrus Yankee Candle or a back scraper. Relax. 6 Mooch Ah, yes, a visitor who behaves
like he has never seen food before. He befriends appetizers (Who ate all the crab cakes?!) and glazed ham – and washes it down with only the nicest champagne. This content is created and managed by a third party and is imported into this page to help users enter their e-mail addresses. You may be
able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io Katie Friedman We saw a low ponytail across the runways in spring, but it's also the perfect hairstyle to complement the cocktail dress this holiday season–it exudes just the right blend of sophistication and fun. Since your calendar is
likely filling up with festive events, we had NYC-based stylist Lizzy Weinberg whip two hairstyles to choose from depending on your appearance, your mood, and your style tool of choice. Here he guides us through simple ponytail tutorials-one sleek and sexy, one romantic and wavy. Why is the oven going
on vacation? Don't worry. Here's how to go about the crime now. Picture: © Cara Slifka/Stocksy United Imagine that you are ready to host your annual holiday party, and you're past the point of not being back. Vegetables and meat are purchased. Guests already despise busy airports and crowded
highways to get home and then your oven won't turn on. Your home-made food has quickly turned into a microwave dinner. This is just one of many hosting nightmares that can end your holiday party before it even starts. Fortunately, some of the most harmful mishaps can easily be avoided. Me five of
the most common questions and give you proactive tips to keep your holiday party on the right track. Related: Cleaning Your House for Guests: Checklist Problem: Oven doesn't heat every holiday event, oven is the most important device for your house. If it doesn't work, the centerpiece of your meal could
go to roasted beef, ham, duck, or Tofurky Peking Duck from a local Chinese takeout joint. Buy and Sell Here's how to price your home to sell quickly. Buy &amp;amp; Sell Buying a house is exciting. Ad's ad for buying a house? Not so much. Here's how to keep the peace while house hunting. Financing
This is a confusing time, but lenders are putting in remedies such as patience to help homeowners. How to avoid: There are several reasons why the stove may break, but one common cause of disaster is easy to avoid. Do not clean the oven until it is sacred. You risk blowing a fuse or thermostat, and
tracking an oven technician during the holidays can be difficult. Problem: Kitchen Sink Clogs Home Care Tips Keep vintage wallpaper, but upgrade to time and money drain retro thermostat programmable. Home Care Tips Save Your Money on Important Things Like, You Know, Your Mortgage. Home
Care Tips Even if you think they are already starting to freeze. Home Maintenance Tips Telltale signs you are flubbing homeowner care, such as parking on the lawn. Home Maintenance Tips Avoid regrets, knowing what questions to ask REALTOR® owner before you commit to a new home. The day
after Thanksgiving is the busiest year for plumbers. The main reason this clog-a-thon is mistreatment of sewers as a cooking holiday feast. Let's hope your Thanksgiving went well and that you avoid clogging up for the rest of the holidays. How to avoid: Fats and edible oils can solidify your pipes, so never
dispose of them in your kitchen sink. If you have a garbage collection, make sure it works before anything goes there, and never feed it to stringy, fibrous, or starchy foods like bird skins or potato peels. To fix it, do not rely on chemical drain-clearing products that may damage your pipes. Use the snake
instead, available for $15 from your local hardware store. It's better to hold one hand. The problem: Heat goes Out As party host, you should hang guest coats - not excuse them to keep them. A lack of heat can stop a holiday party dead in its tracks.  How to avoid: The key to avoiding freezing your party
outage is the regular maintenance of your hvac systems. A new one-inch pleated oven filter must be installed every 90 days. If you haven't done it for a while, now's a good time to replace it. Also check the insulation of refrigerant lines that lead to your house. Replace them if they are lost or damaged.
Related: HVAC Checklist Problem: Toilet Stops Up Toilets are a way of clogging up at the worst times, such as during parties and if you have overnight guests. This is especially true if you have a low flow toilet since the early 1990s.  How to avoid: Do not rinse anything other than drain and toilet paper
down the toilet. And there's nothing wrong with putting up a polite letter reminding your guests to do the same. The problem: The fridge doesn't cool down without a properly functioning fridge, your meat could get contaminated, your milk-based treats could go sour, and you might not be able to save your
yummy leftovers. To avoid detecting a warm refrigerator after it is too late, take these simple precautions. How to avoid: Get a thermometer in your refrigerator to make sure that each shelf stays below 40 degrees and you may be aware of any temperature changes. Also, make sure that the capacitor
rollers are located on the back of the unit or under it are free to breath. Rolls blocked by circulating air cereal boxes atop the fridge, or dirtied dust or pet hair can prevent the fridge from keeping cool. Related: When repairing or replacing your device with the first snow season rearview mirror and Black
Friday and Cyber Monday trending on Twitter, you know it's time of year again: the holiday shopping season. Once again, high-tech gifts – the shinyst new objects – are in high demand. And once again, with hundreds of products claiming to be the next big thing or the hottest gift at Christmas, making an
informed gift of choice can be confusing. This means it's time for our guide to help you choose these high-tech gifts. But it's a slightly different approach than you can get used to. Instead of flashy eye candy, Kiplinger is focused on value. Not only price, but other factors such as performance, durability,
quality and ease of use. I've been looking at high-tech products for over a decade from outlets including Wired, GeekDad and Forbes, and this guide combines my hands-on experience with Kiplinger's approach. I've put together 19 choices of high-tech gifts - ranging in price from $25 to $700 - that
represent great value to both you giver, and the person who is lucky enough to receive them. View. The holiday shopping season coincides with the winter weather, and for the most part it means snow. Traditional gas-powered snow blowers are big, noisy, polluting and expensive. They need regular
maintenance and you need to keep the supply of gasoline at hand. Ryobi has created a great reputation for battery-powered tools, including lawn mowers and snow blowers. Ryobi RY40860 is equipped with a steel drill and brushless electric motor powered by a pair of rechargeable 40V lithium-ion
batteries (the same ones used by its most powerful wireless lawnmowers). It can rip through up to 13 inches of snow 10 meters away. What's not to like - instant, no gas, no oil, no pollution, low noise levels, a five-year warranty, and it folds up into compact storage. Our Pick: Tile TrackersProduced retail
price: starts with $24.99Bluetooth trackers to make a great gift for someone who is always replacing their stuff - wallet, TV remote control, wallet, keys, then name. Paste the tile tracker object or slide it in, and with the smartphone pane app, you can start the tracking device to ring so you can follow the
sound to the misplaced object. The app can also show you the last known location on the tile tracker. Tile trackers were one of the first and most popular Bluetooth trackers, and the company has improved and expanded its lineup this year. Now there are waterproof versions and Tile trackers with



replaceable batteries and wireless range have improved (up to 400 feet for some models). Tile trackers start at just $24.99 for tile mate with 200-foot range and replaceable battery for a good one year. You can also buy Combo Packs, which include a variety of Tile trackers from $69.99.Our Pick: Ring
Video Doorbell 2Producer Recommended Retail Price: $199One of the most popular smart home categories this year is doorbell cams. They offer home security enhance, providing a real-time view of the area around your front door, warnings on your smartphone when someone approaches. Doorbell
cams have played a big role in busting porch bandits who make off with packages, but they also offer the convenience of seeing who is behind the door without having to get up and open. The doorbell camera makes a great gift, but their popularity means there are dozens to choose from. The top pick is
$199 Ring Video Doorbell 2 on Amazon. It offers 1080p live-view video, smartphone notifications when movement is detected or the doorbell is on a stick, and two-way talk so you can talk to someone at the front door. It is weatherproof and supports Alexa voice integration. Ring Video Doorbell 2 can be
powered by an attached rechargeable battery for easy installation – a big win when giving the doorbell cam as a gift and you wonder if the recipient has convenient wiring. A paid subscription (from $3/month) is required to access recorded videos, but a live operation is not an ongoing cost. Can smart
kitchen garbage really be worth $200? After evaluating a rectangular sensor to become a simplehuman earlier this year, I can confirm that one of them would be a great gift. This garbage can have a motion sensor to automatically raise the lid, helping to avoid messes. But it also responds to voice
commands, and you don't have to program a smart speaker to get that to work: just say open can. The function works perfectly, even to avoid accidental background noise (e.g. tv) The engine is a highly accurate model that is practically quiet. Simplehuman rectangular sensor can connect power, or you
can use six AA batteries (they lasted about one month of my testing). Icing on the cake? This bin is treated with a nano-silver coating, which prevents fingerprinting and prevents microbial reproduction. It comes in several finishes to match kitchen décor, including brushed stainless steel and white. Robotic
vacuum mammals are an undeniable cool factor, but they may not make the best gifts. Yes, they promise to dispose of vacuuming like a daily chore (and who doesn't want it?), but the reality is often much more complicated. Obstacles, stairs and pets can all have problems, and in a multi-level home, you
would need one on each floor. Surgery can also be complicated, especially the initial setup. Limited power and trash power means that robotic vacuums are best suited for cleaning light trucks. If you scale a smart vacuum cleaner as a gift, I skip the robot and instead go for Dyson's newest cordless stick
vacuum cleaner, the V11. I tested one this year, and it easily dealt with three teenagers, two big hairy dogs, and two cats. Dyson also tops the 2019 JD Power Customer Satisfaction awards to stick to the vacuum, so I'm not the only one who liked it. The Dyson V11 Torque Drive is priced at $699.99 and
includes a range of tools and a docking station. What makes it smart? Among other functions, vacuum the senses when you turn on the surfaces and automatically adjust the suction power. The rechargeable battery is good for up to 60 minutes of driving time and the V11 has a screen that shows you the
real-time battery life remaining. This cordless vacuum develops suction that can beat many traditional wired models, and it also quickly converts the hand vacuum – excellent for cleaning the car. Ultimate Ears WONDERBOOM 2 is proof that you don't have to spend a fortune to get a good wireless
speaker. At $99.99, WONDERBOOM 2 offers 360-degree audio with a surprising bass punch. It also offers a 13-hour battery life, and its IP67 water and dustproof rating with a rugged, knit cloth coating makes it virtually indestructible. During testing I dropped the WONDERBOOM 2 deck from the railings
height without question. When I threw it in the pool, it floated and played on. The speaker is covered by a two-year warranty, which is a dual industrial standard. When you're ready to double your spending, a pair of WONDERBOOM 2 speakers is a really handy trick: At the press button, they pair with true
left- and right-channel stereo playback. If anyone on your list is still making it into decade-old TV technology, you can introduce them to the latest and highest surprisingly affordable price. China's TCL has made big inroads in the U.S. market by offering budget TVs good quality and wide function set. TCL
50S421 4K TV HDR and ROKU are a great example. It has a 50-inch, flat-screen TV - not a large, but large enough family room, den or even a bedroom. Despite the budget-friendly $319.99 price tag, it offers 4K support for an HDR image that makes 1080p look old. It supports both Alexa and Google
Assistant, and this TV is ROKU built-in to access the best streaming TV services, including Netflix, Prime Video, Apple TV+ and Disney+. Even the best flat-screen TV can use a sound update. You can easily spend thousands of dollars on a home theater audio system, but soundbars are a great way to
improve audio TV without cost - or wires. And no company does affordable soundbars better than Vizio.The Vizio SB2020n retails for just $69.99, but this 20-inch soundbar packs a big punch. With two mid-range drivers, it's a two-channel (stereo) system, but built-in support for DTS Virtual: X means it can
also provide virtual multidimensional surround audio. It includes a Bluetooth connection, so it can also be used to play streaming music from your smartphone. The look of the SB2020n is also expensive, with its black and metallic finishes giving it a sleek, modern and premium look. A remote control is
also available. Digital photo frames were large a decade ago, then languished for years when consumers lost interest. But several years ago, two factors contributed to the rejection of new interest: 1) high-quality screen panels became more affordable, and 2) manufacturers started adding Wi-Fi. I've
appreciated a handful of connected photo frames with varying price points over the last two years, and the one that hits the sweet spot is the Nixplay Seed 8-inch (Wi-Fi). There are cheaper options, but they tend to have lower quality displays, flakey software and low-cost frames. More expensive frames
become larger and higher-resolution monitors. The Nixplay seed's 8-inch (Wi-Fi) frame shows off digital photos larger than 4 x 6 inch print and the IPS display is 1024 x 768 resolution. It's bright, has good angles and feels pretty crisp - especially a few feet away. Photos can be displayed in a slide show,
and the motion sensor automatically turns off the frame when no one is in the room. It's connected to Wi-Fi, and with the Nixplay app, you can easily upload photos from social media channels, smartphones or friends and family. It even has a few tiny loudspeakers playing audio uploaded video snippets.
Of all the gadgets we carry around these days, no wonder that portable drive banks are so popular. These devices make great gifts because they are cheap (you can find the ones that top up a smartphone battery for under $20), and virtually everyone needs one. If you're buying gifts for someone who
likes technology, Renogy. The 100 Mini Power Station is a better bet. These $20 batteries are usually just enough juice to charge your smartphone and are equipped with a USB port. THE PHOENIX 100 is still small enough to hold hands (it weighs just over one pound), but it has a whopping 27,000mAh
capacity. That's the maximum allowed for FAA regulations on the plane, and enough to charge the iPhone XR nine times. The PHOENIX 100 also includes USB-C fast charging ports, and it has a 100W AC socket. During testing, I was able to launch a large desk fan for two and a half hours, but you could
also plug in a laptop, light weight or small TV. Given its power, flexibility and AC socket (usually only available in much more expensive power banks), the Renogy PHOENIX 100 is a great value and something every tech fanatic really appreciates. It would also be a great addition to any home emergency
kit. The best value of smartwatches remains the Apple Watch Series 3. Although it's now two years old, the Series 3 remains a solid smartwatch choice - at least when the person you're shopping is using the iPhone. It lacks newer features as always turned on screen or built-in ECG test, but it works with
the latest version of watchOS seamlessly, it has all the main features most people are looking for (including heart rate tracking and GPS), and there are thousands of compatible bands to dress it up. The Apple Watch Series 3 is even cheaper than last year, after Apple lowered the starting price from $279
to $199.Our Pick: Fitbit Inspire HRManufacturer's Suggested Retail Price: $99.95Add while smartwatches continue to grow in popularity, there are still plenty of people who prefer a fitness tracker. They receive all health and fitness-related data without short battery life, bulk and continuous notifications.
As a gift buyer, a fitness tracker is also a great option because it's cheaper than a smartwatch. The Fitbit Inspire HR is priced at just under $100, but it's an attractively designed wristband or fitness tracker with an OLED touchscreen display. All the main features are on board, including 24/7 heart rate
tracking and movement reminders, plus Inspire HR can be worn while swimming (it also monitors that too). It also monitors sleep. The battery life is up to five days. While there's a little uncertainty around Fitbit following the announcement that it's acquired by Google, don't expect support for Fitbit's fitness
trackers and class-leading software to disappear any time soon. When it comes to tablets, it can be tempting to save money on cheap options like Amazon's Fire HD series. These are fine for basic use, but for a tablet that is going to see a lot of activity, the Apple iPad leads the way. The display is better,
performance is competitive, the range of available accessories cannot be matched, and the App Store has the best selection of apps that are tablet (or optimized). In recent years, Apple trimmed the price of its base iPad for consumers at a cheaper $329. This year, the company expanded the size of its
high-resolution Retina display to 10.2 inches - even better for viewing streaming video - and upgraded the processor to the powerful A10. The new 10.2-inch iPad also supports optional Smart Keyboard and Apple Pencil.While Windows and Apple laptops tend to get all the accolades, Chromebooks
continue to grow in popularity. This has allowed manufacturers to expand beyond the low-cost mantra used to define the category, and now Chromebooks is one of the most exciting laptops on the market. Asus Chromebook Flip C434 gets our nod for the best price because it does an admirable job of
delivering a modern and attractive mobile computer experience – while offering a very affordable price. With features such as a 1080p NanoEdge screen, 87% screen-to-body ratio, all aluminum body diamond-cut anodized edges and available Intel Core i7 CPU, it doesn't sound anything like a
Chromebook.The ASUS Chromebook FlipBook C434 gets its name from a 360-degree ErgoLift hinge, which makes typing your own lighting on a backline keyboard more ergonomic, while allowing the screen to rotate (or flip) 360 degrees for use on a tablet. It's not built for demanding tasks like gaming
(although Google's Project Stadia allows it), but the ASUS Chromebook Flip C434 is an elegant, capable and cost-effective way to use G Suite, stream video, surf the web and use Android apps. It would be a great gift for a student or someone who needs a laptop at home or for general use. Our Pick:
Jaybird Tarah Manufacturer's recommended retail price: The $99.99Jaybird Tarah wireless knobbuds are not as tough as the company's Tarah Pro, their six-hour battery life is not as good, and they lack features like a magnetic bud connection. But they come in under $100, making them a cheaper gift
option. Pretty much everything else about Jaybird Tarah earbuds is equal to tarah pro: the same size is suitable for super comfortable Ear gels, the same high performance audio, the same audio-customization capabilities as the Jaybird app, the same IPX7 waterress, the same compatibility with Siri and
Google Assistant. If you're looking for someone who needs a new pair of headphones, you won't find many options in the sub- $100 price range that offer this combination of high sound, comfort, battery life and waterproofing. Often overlooked in the category of increasingly popular smart lighting market is
strip lights. These thin strips of glue-backed LED lights are great for adding lighting and splash customizable color almost anywhere. I use these TV backlights and under-cabinet lighting and illuminate the turntable. I've been through a number of offers over the last few years, I really like smart music light
strips Govee.A 16.4-foot strip LED lights with a 3M glue allowance costing just $36.99 and the Govee mobile app lets you connect it to Wi-Fi Alexa or Google Assistant voice control. But one thing I like about Govee Smart Music Light Strips is that you can use them without a mobile app or Wi-Fi. The
wired controller (also glue-backed) allows you to turn the lights on and off and move through different colors and patterns at the touch of a button. This means that they are also a great choice for people who are not happy with apps and set up Wi-Fi connections. This lightweight bar also has a built-in
microphone and can set the pulse of beat music by adding entertainment value. Our Pick: Como Audio TurntableManufacturer's Suggested Retail Price: $399A0, despite the fact that the streaming music service continues to grow in popularity, records continue its revival as a form of buying music. And
that means record players and record players are in big deposits. While the price may be attractive, I recommend skipping a colorful, retro-looking record-player-in-a-suitcase for anyone who has any serious record collection. They are not known for producing great sound, and the stylus used in some of
them can actually damage the record. Instead, a pivot table that uses quality components. It lasts longer, the items played it lasts longer and the listening experience is much more enjoyable. I've tested a dozen record players this year, and one that stands out for how great value is the Como Audio
Turntable. It was designed and manufactured in collaboration with Pro-Ject, using high-quality Pro-ject components. It is equipped with an Ortophone OM10 MM cartridge, so the data is not going to look great. It has a built-in preamplifier so that it can connect to something from a traditional stereo system
with a portable speaker, and also offers Bluetooth streaming - so records can be played over a wireless speaker or headphones. As a gift shopping video game fanatic, holiday deals on Xbox One and Playstation 4 are appealing. But these consoles are on their way out, replacements arriving next year.
The best value is the console, which is still in life, as developers continue releasing new games for it. This leaves the Nintendo Switch, which still has years of life left in it. This year Nintendo has the cheapest option switch lite. At $199.99 it's $100 less than the original Switch console. It's lighter and
portable, its screen is sharper and it gets better battery life. It plays the same games as the Switch, but is strictly a handheld system - not connected to the TV. Our Pick: Google Nest WiFi Manufacturer's Recommended Retail Price: $169What many high-tech gifts - from game consoles to smart TVs to
laptops - are priced the need for high-performance Wi-Fi is common. But many homes still use older generation Wi-Fi routers, resulting in symptoms such as slow downloading, video buffering, game play, dead zones and devices thrown off the network. For anyone whose Wi-Fi is not up to par, the new
router makes a great gift. The latest and highest standard is the Wi-Fi 6, but routers supporting this standard just started making an appearance this year, and they are expensive. Currently, devices using Wi-Fi 6 are also rare. The best value this year is 802.11ac (now called Wi-Fi 5) routers, which still
offer major improvements to stuttering Wi-Fi networks. One of the most compelling choices right now is Google recently released Nest WiFi. This is a mesh router system designed to blanket home with high-speed Wi-Fi. The system can be expanded by adding additional points as needed (the router itself
has good 2,200 square feet of coverage) and traffic is optimized automatically. Setup is simple and does not require an engineering degree, while the router itself is designed to blend in with home décor. 눇The staff is very friendly and helpful. Season.
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